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INTRODUCTION AND CHALLENGES:
The Impact of COVID-19 on Taiwan and the Difficulties of Acquiring Assistance

1. The Impact of the Pandemic on Taiwanese Society and Economy
2. The Taiwanese Government’s Response and Relief Measures
3. The Complexity of Regulations and Difficulties in Obtaining Assistance
UBI TAIWAN'S STRATEGY

The Basic Income Proposal

1. Cash Relief Measures in Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic Globally
2. UBI Taiwan Advocacy: The Need for Basic Income Amidst Crisis
THE DILEMMA IN TAIWAN'S POLICY DISCUSSION

The Basic Income Proposal

1. The Impact of Taiwan–China Relations on Policy Discussion
2. The Need to Identify Taiwan’s Third Force to Break Through This Dilemma
COOPERATION WITH TAIWANESE POLITICAL PARTIES
Issuing a press release advocating for the development of basic income policy, with party legislator Tsai Bi-Ru proposing the feasibility of the government to research on basic income policy.

Cooperation between UBI TAIWAN and the Taiwan People's Party.
TAIWAN RENEWAL PARTY

- Introduced candidates in legislative elections who support Unconditional Basic Income (UBI).
- Cooperated with UBI Taiwan for online live broadcasts to raise public awareness of UBI.
- Believes that UBI can solve long-standing issues in Taiwan.
Basic income discussions between Green Party Taiwan and UBI Taiwan.
UBI Taiwan has engaged in dialogues on basic income with significant political figures from the Chinese Nationalist Party (Kuomintang) proposal for a universal cash payment during the 2021 COVID-19 pandemic.
COOPERATION WITH TAIWANESE CIVIL SOCIETY GROUPS
GLOBAL ENGAGEMENT:
Connecting with International Scholars and Politicians
TAIWAN’S FIRST UNIVERSAL BASIC INCOME MARCH IN 2020

- UBI School on the Street: Interactive event to educate participants on UBI’s international development and its transformative potential.
- Open Mic for Public Views: Participants were encouraged to share their views on UBI, fostering an open and diverse dialogue.
UBI Taiwan’s efforts have garnered attention towards the UBI topic. In 2023, Taiwan’s ruling party, the Democratic Progressive Party, initiated a one-time policy to distribute cash to all citizens, marking an important development.